THE UNIVERSAL SEA
THE GRAND OPENING

Ecology is cool, recycling is sexy!
We are proud to announce The Grand Opening of our art and innovation project: The Universal Sea - Pure or Plastic?! The exhibition will take place at the museum, The Centre of Polish Sculpture, in Oronsko, Poland on April 22nd - Jun 10th, 2018.

Opening: 22nd April, at 13h00
Address: Centre of Polish Sculpture, Topolowa 1, 26-505 Oronsko, Poland

“We are water. There is no life without this simple particle. Salty or pure, water is life and, as humans, we have to protect its purity from one of the biggest danger: the plastic waste.

Today, water is at big risk because of pollution and of the numerous unacceptable behaviours of people. But thanks to Art we can do something to save it.” - Pablo Dilet, artist

The Universal Sea is a EU funded project bringing together artists, scientists and entrepreneurs, its core mission to find solutions to fight plastic waste in the waters.

The art-science show, presented at the museum, is planned as a touring exhibition showcasing the five winners’ artworks of our world-wide artist call as well as the Top 100 art submissions*. Concomitantly our scientific partner EUCC-D (European Coastal Union - Germany) provides contemporary scientific insights about the oceans’ situation. Furthermore, we offer co-creation workshops, a panel discussion on “New business models for artists” hold by sustainable product designer Daria Wartalska and Kinga Gradowska, art manager and up-cycling designer, along side a networking event open to the public, with the aim to raise awareness and brainstorm on fast and efficient key solutions to solve plastic dumping.

The five winners of The Universal Sea Open Call will be announced in Mid-March.

We know the fact, but now it’s time to act!
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www.entrepreneurship.de
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www.rzezba-oronsko.pl
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CONTACT
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* More information can be found here: www.entrepreneurship.de
*Artists exhibited: